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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The ENERGIC OD project aims to build Virtual Hubs to facilitate the use of open geospatial data. Most of the 

concepts in this apparently clear statement of objectives are controversial and need a clarification. There are 

many different interpretations of geospatial data and open data, and there is not any clear definition of what 

a Virtual Hub is. To guide the design of the ENERGIC OD architectural framework, we considered that the real 

keyword in ENERGIC OD is “facilitate”, and everything should then be interpreted in that direction. For this 

reason, for example, ENERGIC OD cannot adopt a strict definition of open data limiting to “free-of-charge” 

data. ENERGIC OD has to facilitate users lowering barriers to open data such as the existence of heterogeneous 

interfaces, variety of formats, including proprietary ones or different coordinate reference systems. 

The ENERGIC OD Virtual Hub concept puts its basis on past experiences in building System of Systems through 

a brokering approach. In brokered architectures, dedicated components provide mediation and harmonization 

of interfaces and data models avoiding the need of changes in the data provider systems.  

As an innovation action, ENERGIC OD focuses on loosely-coupled integration of mature technologies and tools, 

most of them provided or under control of ENERGIC OD Consortium members. In particular, existing brokers 

– such as the GI-suite Brokering Framework adopted in the Global Earth Observation System of Systems – 

assure the basis to build advanced Virtual Hubs. 

The integration of tools in the Virtual Hub is based on full server-side APIs, while applications development is 

facilitated through simple client-side APIs based on widespread Web technologies (HTML5, Javascript and 

CSS). 

For greater flexibility, ENERGIC OD adopts an agile methodology allowing rapid development in response to 

new requirements. It will have three main yearly iterations with fixed objectives for demonstration in reviews 

and events. 

ENERGIC OD has deployed 5 regional VHs in France, Germany, Italy, Poland and Spain, and one VH for Berlin 

area. However, the architecture is flexible and can accommodate different topologies, to address specific 

requirements, such as the need of a seventh European-level VH, or a central VH acting as a single-point-of-

access, as it could be suggested by marketing reasons for better exploitation. By a technical point-of-view, the 

deployment is be made possible on local infrastructures, managed by one or more ENERGIC OD partners, or 

on private and public clouds providing Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) 

functionalities. 

All the hubs have been deployed at Month 24, although all features are not fully integrated yet.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This document describes the deployment of the Virtual Hubs at Month 24 and tests practiced on them.  

 

The ENERGIC OD project is funded in the Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme and ICT 

Policy Support Programme (CIP ICT PSP). In particular, it was proposed as a response to the call CIP-ICT-PSP-

2013-7 for Pilots in the Objective 2.2: Open Data - Obj 2.2.a: “Open Data experimentation and innovation 

building on geographic information”. 

The key statement in the call says that: 

 

The pilots should focus on the development of virtual hubs that facilitate the use of open 

(freely available) geographic data from different sources for the creation of innovative 

applications and services 

 

It identifies the goal of the project as facilitate the use of open (freely available) geographic data and the 

operational objective as the development of virtual hubs. The present document describes the system 

architecture for reaching the operational objective. 

 

As the CIP ICT PSP call requires, ENERGIC OD focuses on Geographic Information (GI) as “an important means 

for creating innovative services”. Geographic Information is “information concerning phenomena implicitly or 

explicitly associated with a location relative to the Earth” [2]. Geographic Information is represented and 

conveyed through (geo)spatial data that is “any data with a direct or indirect reference to a specific location 

or geographical area” [3]. 

The geoinformation world is characterized by great complexity with many actors involved including: 

 Data (and information) producers  

 Data providers  

 Overarching initiatives  

 Technology providers  

 Cloud providers  

 Application developers  

 End-users  

In such a context, interoperability is clearly perceived as a main issue even limiting to technological aspects. 

Indeed, actions of actors have an impact in terms of technological choices (see Figure 1). 

 

The CIP ICT PSP call explicitly mentions this issue saying that “one of the main obstacles is the lack of agreed 

interoperability standards”. Unfortunately the lack of interoperability standards is indeed an issue, but it is 

actually more the consequence of the complexity of the geospatial world than the reason of it. Including many 

actor categories, many disciplines, and many stakeholders (public authorities, private companies, citizens, etc.) 

the complexity of the geospatial world makes impossible to agree on a single (or a small set) of standards and, 

later, impose and enforce their adoption. 
 

1.1 Open Data in ENERGIC OD 

It is recognized that there is a lack of clarity about key terms in literature and public debates related to Open 

Data, as detailed in deliverable 5.1.  
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As part of the WP3 (Open Data Survey) activities, ENERGIC OD has decided to adopt an operational definition 

for Open Data which bases on the Open Definition stressing that data is freely accessible but not exclusively 

free of charge. 

Taking into account possibly complex use-cases like Copernicus one, the ENERGIC OD establishes a light 

definition of Open Data: 

 

ENERGIC OD Open Data are freely and generally accessible but not exclusively free of 

charge 

This means that data can be considered “open” for the ENERGIC OD purposes if there is not any arbitrary or 

undocumented condition to access them. Obviously there are different grades of how open data actually is. 

To represent this, ENERGIC OD will make use of a rating system for evaluating the openness of a platform. Tim 

Berners-Lee suggested a 5-star deployment scheme for Open Data, which – with minor adaptations – can be 

applied to the platforms included in the ENERGIC OD Open Data inventory (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1 Tim Berners-Lee's 5-star Open data deployment scheme for Open Data adopted and adapted in ENERGIC OD 

 

1.2 Virtual Hub 

As explained in deliverable 5.1, the ENERGIC OD Description of Work (DoW) document describes the ENERGIC 

OD approach to Virtual Hubs as follows: 

 

ENERGIC OD will deploy a set of Virtual Hubs (VH) by integrating an existing broker 

framework with other selected technologies to provide users with a single point of access to 

geospatial datasets provided by new or existing platforms and infrastructures, including 

INSPIRE-compliant systems and GMES/Copernicus services. 

The ENERGIC OD proposal built on those definitions and requirements, saying that a ENERGIC OD Virtual Hub 

“Thanks to the brokering framework it is able to interconnect heterogeneous infrastructures and systems” 

making the user “able to seamlessly access geo-information from heterogeneous infrastructures”. 

We provide then the following definition of an ENERGIC OD Virtual Hub: 

 

An ENERGIC OD Virtual Hub is a virtual node where users can seamlessly access 

potentially unlimited datasets by brokering heterogeneous open geospatial data 

sources.  

 

A first section of this document reminds the architectural principles of the Energic OD VHs, recalling the 

Engineering Viewpoint, Technology Viewpoint and Deployment are. 
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A second section focuses on the deployment roadmap, describing referring to the Key Performances 

Indicators, and also explaining deviations. 

The third section describes the ENERGIC OD deployment status at M24, giving a dated status of each of the 6 

deployed instances. 

A fourth section introduces the future plans to reach the full completion of the deployment and use of Energic 

OD VHs. 

 

2 VIRTUAL HUB ARCHITECTURAL PRINCIPLES AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The deliverable D5.1b “Virtual hubs - system architecture (second release)” [3] describes the architectural 

principles and implementation of the Virtual Hubs. Aspects related to the architectural principles, engineering 

viewpoint – describing the distribution architecture – and technology viewpoint affects the deployment 

strategy and options. They are discussed in the following sections. 

2.1 Architectural principles 

The design of the ENERGIC OD Virtual Hubs is based on a set of architectural principles: 

 

P1. ENERGIC OD Virtual Hubs adopt an Open Software Architecture 

P2. ENERGIC OD Virtual Hubs are developed integrating and adapting existing software solutions 

P3. ENERGIC OD Virtual Hubs adopt a Decentralized Software Evolution  

P4. ENERGIC OD Virtual Hubs are made of software components interacting through (low-level) APIs 

P5. ENERGIC OD Virtual Hubs are the common infrastructure of a brokered System of Systems 

P6. ENERGIC OD Virtual Hubs expose a set of (high-level) APIs for interaction with the external 

environment  

P7. ENERGIC OD Virtual Hubs are accessible according to the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) and Platform-

as-a-Service (PaaS) models, for end-users and developers respectively 

P8. ENERGIC OD Virtual Hubs can be deployed either on private infrastructures or commercial or public 

clouds providing Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) capabilities. 

P9. ENERGIC OD security architecture is orthogonal to the ENERGIC OD resource-sharing architecture.  

 

Principles P2 and P8 are highlighted since they are specifically relevant for deployment.  

P2 implies that VHs might be based on heterogeneous technologies posing challenges to the configuration of 

the running environment on the underlying infrastructure (see section below). 

P8 states that there should be no major constraint about the infrastructure hosting a VH. A VH manager can 

deploy his/her VH instance either on a local Web application server, or on a private virtualized cloud, or on a 

commercial cloud. This principle has been effectively implemented since the first release of the ENERGIC OD 

VH package (September 2015) was provided both as a Java Web application Archive (WAR) for deployment on 

a Java Servlet container – Apache Tomcat, Jetty, etc. – and as a virtual machine in Open Virtualization Format 

(OVF) for deployment on private or public cloud infrastructures. 

2.1 Engineering Viewpoint 

The ENERGIC OD Engineering View clearly shows that the ENERGIC OD architecture is a three-tier architecture 

with the VH playing the role of the middle-tier component between application clients and data/processing 

servers. The deployment must assure connectivity with the two sides and good performances.  
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Figure 2 ENERGIC OD System Architecture: Engineering Viewpoint (from [3]) with the three tiers highlighted 

 

2.1 Technology Viewpoint 

The VH technology heterogeneity may affect deployment requesting that the underlying infrastructure 

supports the technologies identified in the project. Although the first ENERGIC OD release included only one 

component, the GI-Suite Brokering Framework – the Brokering Framework in Figure 2 – the next releases 

might include  - and probably will do - other components. This can pose challenges for installation requiring 

that VH managers and administrators setup a complex environment. It is worth noting that, at the moment 

(project month 24) all the identified technological components to be included into the VH package are based 

on the Java environment, thus simplifying their integration and packaging.  
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3 DEPLOYMENT ROADMAP 

 

In order to monitor the project advancement, a set of 58 indicators have been proposed. They follow all the 

lifecycle of the project, from the state of the art, to the dissemination part, including requirements and design. 

 

3 key-indicators are concerning the WP5: 

 New compliant applications and services developed within the project (Requirements and 

specifications) 

 Number of data providers (infrastructures, systems) collectively connected to the Virtual 

Hubs (To facilitate discovery and access of heterogeneous geospatial data sources) 

 Number of ontologies usable for semantic queries (To facilitate discovery and access of 

heterogeneous geospatial data sources) 

 

Nevertheless, as mentioned in the Description of Work, “The project will implement national-level hubs and 

the proposed architecture will support the implementation of regional/European VHs. The concrete 

implementation of regional/European VHs during the project lifespan will depend on the identified use-cases 

and user needs. Since at the current stage it is not clear whether they will be required they are not included 

in the indicators.” 

 

Today, à M24, the use cases have been written, and choices for VHs have been made. The next sub-chapters 

give a status of each indicator at M24. 
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3.1 Key performance indicators 

 

Today, at M24, the status of indicators mentioned in the DoW are the following. We also added a new indicator: the number of services or output of the VHs available 

at the same M24.  

 

Indicator 
Name 

Expecte
d at Y2 
(DoW) 

Reac
h at 
M24 Comments 

Number of 
data providers
 (infrastructur
es, systems) 
collectively co
nnected to 
the Virtual 
Hubs 

3 111 

On 05/07/2016 the number of data sources connected to the different VHs is: 
 
VH-Berlin: 6 CSW (with 123 data sources for use by the SRP App) 
VH-DE: 20 
VH-ES: 5 
VH-FR: 10 
VH-IT: 68 
VH-PL: 10 
 
The number of data sources can vary among VHs for two reasons: (a) some VH managers started registering only the data 
sources needed for the application(s) to be developed using that VH; (b) the number of data sources depends on the level of 
datasets aggregation from providers.  
Concerning point (b), it is important to note that the number of connected data sources is meant to measure the flexibility of 
the VH implementation and not its capability in terms of served datasets. In fact, the KPI is not related with the number of 
datasets accessible through the VH: a catalogue serving thousands of datasets would appear as a single data source, while the 
registration of single datasets can largely increase the number of connected data sources. For example, this is what happens 
comparing VH-Berlin and VH-IT: VH-Berlin connects “only” 6 data sources but one of them (named “CSW FBInter”) collects 1603 
datasets, while VH-IT connects 68 data sources but some of them are actually single datasets provided by public authorities 
which do not publish any catalogue. 
Examples: 
Fr-Depth: http://carto.atlasante.fr/cgi-bin/mapservwfs?service=WFS&request=GetCapabilities 
Fr-BRGM: http://mapsrefrec.brgm.fr/wxs/energic_od/tdcote_csc?&SERVICE=WFS&VERSION=1.1.0&REQUEST=GetCapabilities 
Fr-BRGM: http://mapsrefrec.brgm.fr/wxs/energic_od/tdcote_aqui?&SERVICE=WFS&VERSION=1.1.0&REQUEST=GetCapabilities 

http://carto.atlasante.fr/cgi-bin/mapservwfs?service=WFS&request=GetCapabilities
http://mapsrefrec.brgm.fr/wxs/energic_od/tdcote_csc?&SERVICE=WFS&VERSION=1.1.0&REQUEST=GetCapabilities
http://mapsrefrec.brgm.fr/wxs/energic_od/tdcote_aqui?&SERVICE=WFS&VERSION=1.1.0&REQUEST=GetCapabilities
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Fr-BRGM: http://mapsrefrec.brgm.fr/wxs/energic_od/tdcote_corse?&SERVICE=WFS&VERSION=1.1.0&REQUEST=GetCapabilities 
Fr-BRGM: http://mapsrefrec.brgm.fr/wxs/energic_od/tdcote_pdm?&SERVICE=WFS&VERSION=1.1.0&REQUEST=GetCapabilities 

Fr-Alkante: https://sensorodp.alkante.com/ows?service=WMS&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities 

Fr-Alkante: https://sensorodp.alkante.com/ows?service=WFS&version=1.1.1&request=GetCapabilities 

Fr-Alkante: https://sensorodp.alkante.com/sos/service?service=SOS&version=2.0.0&request=GetCapabilities 

Fr-CNRS: http://onomap-gs.noise-planet.org:80/geoserver/wfs 

Fr-CNRS: http://onomap-gs.noise-planet.org:80/geoserver/wms 

Number of 
ontologies usa
ble for 
semantic quer
ies 1 13 

All the 6 VH instances are connected with the EC-JRC semantic service. It exposes the SKOS alignment of 13 
ontologies/vocabularies through a SPARQL interface. 

Number 
of specificatio
n supported 
for discovery 
and access  

3 8 

Each VH provides discovery and access brokering. The connected data sources collectively demonstrate the support of 8 
pecifications/profiles: OGC WMS 1.3.0,  OGC CSW ISO 2.0.2, Geonetwork (profile of CSW ISO 2.0.2), OGC CSW Core 2.0.2, 
WAF/SHP (ESRI Shape files stored in Web Accessible Folders), SODA 1.0, OGC WFS 1.1.0, OGC WCS 1.0.0. 
 
(It is important to note that the specifications above are those demonstrated in ENERGIC OD, but the GI-suite Brokering 
Framework actually supports more than 30 specifications (mostly for coverage based data) demonstrated in the context of 
other initiatives and projects.) 

Number of 
services 
available for 
mobile Apps 

Not in 
the 

DoW   

http://mapsrefrec.brgm.fr/wxs/energic_od/tdcote_corse?&SERVICE=WFS&VERSION=1.1.0&REQUEST=GetCapabilities
http://mapsrefrec.brgm.fr/wxs/energic_od/tdcote_pdm?&SERVICE=WFS&VERSION=1.1.0&REQUEST=GetCapabilities
https://sensorodp.alkante.com/ows?service=WMS&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
https://sensorodp.alkante.com/ows?service=WFS&version=1.1.1&request=GetCapabilities
https://sensorodp.alkante.com/sos/service?service=SOS&version=2.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
http://onomap-gs.noise-planet.org/geoserver/wfs
http://onomap-gs.noise-planet.org/geoserver/wms
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3.2 Deviation 

 

The only deviation from the deployment plan described in the ENERGIC OD proposal was actually an 

improvement. During the course of the project, SRP proposed the implementation of a sixth VH at local level 

in the Berlin metropolitan area. The Consortium agreed on that for two main reasons: 

a) The implementation of the Berlin VH (managed by SRP) and its link with the German VH (managed by 

AED-SICAD) would allow to demonstrate and test a hierarchical configuration of VHs, also supporting 

the feasibility of a European level VH.  

b) The implementation of the Berlin VH would allow to explore the potential of local VHs for applications 

addressing local requirements. It might provide useful hints to the definition of potential business 

models for VH and apps sustainability and exploitation. 

 

4 DEPLOYMENT STATUS AT M24 

 

The ENERGIC OD DoW states that the project will realize five national VH in France, Germany, Italy, Poland and 

Spain. Moreover, a sixth VH at European level may be implemented if considered useful, possibly to aggregate 

the five national VH. Some discussions with the JRC (Joint Research Center are currently running at M24). 

 

As the use cases of each application and service providers are specific, the question of making one or several 

deployment makes sense. The point is that this implementation must be ‘transparent’ and let appear several 

VHs as one cloud service. 

 

During an internal workshop held in Florence, the project partners discussed the option that, by a marketing 

point-of-view, it might be preferable to have a single point of access, instead of many. It would actually 

“facilitate” the user as required by the CIP ICT PSP call, implementing a one-stop-shop approach. However, as 

discussed in later consortium meetings, the original idea of national-level Virtual Hubs has strong elements in 

support. In particular, some data sources, namely INSPIRE, are already structured at national level. Moreover, 

having national level VHs may help to overcome linguistic issues. 

Although the final decision was to keep the national-level structure that the project was committed to provide, 

this discussion stressed the importance of keeping the architecture as loose as required to support many 

different topologies. 

During the first year of activities, the partner SRP proposed to have a further deployment of a VH serving the 

Berlin metropolitan area, possibly connected to the German VH. Since this deployment is compliant with the 

commitment to provide national-level VHs, but also give the possibility to test VH chaining, it was agreed to 

have a sixth Virtual Hub managed by SRP.  

 

The deployment plan is then shown in Figure 3. 

.  
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Figure 3 Deployment plan and status (at month 24) 

 

This chapter describes how the entering point for the VHs has been considered, and gives for each VH the 

choices made and the reasons for the choices. It also details the status at M24. 

 

4.1 Deployment and naming 

 

The ENERGIC OD Consortium decided to define a uniform naming schema for the Virtual Hubs, under the 

official project web domain (energic-od.eu). The schema naming is as follows: 

 

 vh-xyz.energic-od.eu 

 

where xyz is equal to berlin for the local-level VH in Berlin and to the country code for national-level VHs. 

The decision to use country codes depends on the need to have a global naming, and at the same time avoiding 

to use a unique language (e.g. English) for the national-level VHs that mainly address national users. 

The resulting naming of VHs is then: 
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Virtual Hub Name 

Berlin Local Virtual Hub vh-berlin.energic-od.eu 

French National Virtual Hub vh-fr.energic-od.eu 

German National Virtual Hub vh-de.energic-od.eu 

Italian National Virtual Hub vh-it.energic-od.eu 

Polish National Virtual Hub vh-pl.energic-od.eu 

Spanish National Virtual Hub vh-es.energic-od.eu 

 

4.2 Implementation in Germany (by AED Sicad) 

Deployment choice and justification 

The German VH uses a single Amazon Cloud Public Cloud machine as provided by CNR-IIA within the Italian 

VH. As CNR already had made good experiences with this cloud AED-SICAD was using the same architecture 

for optimal support and maintenance. If the amount of deployed data-sources exceeds the current 

configuration it can easily be exchanged by a bigger one. 

Furthermore the use of a public cloud decouples the software from the internal IT-infrastructure of AED-SICAD 

which makes it independent in the sense of maintenance, stability, availability and performance. 

 

VH data sources and plan 

The VH consists of a bunch of data-sources to be used from app-developers from both AED-SICAD and LUP.  

The sources for AED-SICAD include the following services: 

1. Brandenburg Biotopes Flora Fauna Habitat WMS 

http://luaplims01.brandenburg.de/ArcGIS/services/Natur/OSIRIS_Biotopkataster/MapServer/WMSS

erve 

2. Brandenburg Streaming Water Quality (Shape-File) 

www.mlul.brandenburg.de/lua/gis/gsgk_uev.zip 

3. Brandenburg Biotopes and FFH (Shape-File) 

www.mlul.brandenburg.de/lua/gis/biotope_lrt.zip 

4. Brandenburg Forest Base Map (WMS) 

http://www.brandenburg-forst.de:8080/geoserver/fgk_raster/ows 

5. Watershed surface water (WMS) 

http://luaplims01.brandenburg.de/ArcGIS/services/INSPIRE/ezg/MapServer/WMSServer 

6. Brandenburg OGC WFS Protected Areas (WFS) 

http://inspire.brandenburg.de/services/schutzg_wfs 

7. Laufende Flurbereinigungsverfahren in Nordrhein-Westfalen nach dem FlurbG (WMS) 

http://www.wms.nrw.de/umwelt/gisile_flurbv 

 

Most of these sources can also be found using the following catalogues which are also added to the VH: 

8. Geoportal BfG (CSW) 

http://geoportal.bafg.de/soapServices/CSWStartup 

9. Geoportal Germany (CSW) 

http://gdk.gdi-de.org/gdi-de/srv/eng/csw 

10. GovData (CKAN) 

https://www.govdata.de/ckan 

11. MetadatenVerbund der Länder Brandenburg, Bremen, Hamburg, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern und 

http://luaplims01.brandenburg.de/ArcGIS/services/Natur/OSIRIS_Biotopkataster/MapServer/WMSServe
http://luaplims01.brandenburg.de/ArcGIS/services/Natur/OSIRIS_Biotopkataster/MapServer/WMSServe
http://www.mlul.brandenburg.de/lua/gis/gsgk_uev.zip
http://www.mlul.brandenburg.de/lua/gis/biotope_lrt.zip
http://www.brandenburg-forst.de:8080/geoserver/fgk_raster/ows
http://luaplims01.brandenburg.de/ArcGIS/services/INSPIRE/ezg/MapServer/WMSServer
http://inspire.brandenburg.de/services/schutzg_wfs
http://www.wms.nrw.de/umwelt/gisile_flurbv?REQUEST=GetCapabilities&SERVICE=WMS
http://geoportal.bafg.de/soapServices/CSWStartup
http://gdk.gdi-de.org/gdi-de/srv/eng/csw
https://www.govdata.de/ckan
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Sachsen-Anhalt (CSW) 

http://www.metaver.de/csw202 

12. Open data Bayern (CKAN) 

https://www.opendata.bayern.de 

13. Open data catalogue Germany (CKAN) 

https://offenedaten.de/ 

14. Open data portal Rostock (CKAN) 

http://www.opendata-hro.de 

15. OpenNRW (CKAN) 

https://open.nrw/ 

16. SenStadtUM Berlin (CSW) 

http://fbinter.stadt-berlin.de/fb/csw 

17. Transparenzportal Hamburg (CKAN) 

http://suche.transparenz.hamburg.de 

 

Finally for LUP the following two data-sources are provided within the German VH 

18. Sentinel-2 (OpenSearch) 

https://scihub.copernicus.eu/apihub/search 

19. Landsat-Imagery 

http://landsat.usgs.gov 

 

So far the last two mentioned data-sources can´t be accessed for security reasons. It is planned to overcome 

these issues in the next weeks (see chapter “Tests and evaluation”). 

Other plans include replacing all those non-generic sources such as shape-files or WMS by catalogues that also 

contain them. This should provide a more flexible and generic access to the sources without relying on the 

specific limitations or issues of them. Furthermore this allows a far bigger set of data-sources to be reflected 

through the VH. 

 

Applications 

Two applications use the German VH: Biodiversity Bird Indicator (developed by LUP) and eye2eye (developed 

by AED-SICAD). 

 

Biodiversity Bird Indicator 

The Biodiversity Bird Indicator (BBI) will be an application to assess the habitat requirements of indicator bird 

species for agricultural biodiversity monitoring - a tool to meet the 2010 biodiversity targets by analysing raster 

(satellite and aerial images) and vector data. 

End users are able to request proposals for improvement of habitat structure. The essential feature for 

visualization is an interactive map, showing the results as a classification per land parcel. Thus farmers, public 

authorities and NGOs have direct access to information about structural deficits and can take target-oriented 

measures to optimize greening measures. 

 

eye2eye 

eye2eye will support communication among citizens and administration in the context of land consolidation. 

Landowners will be supported in participation in a formal land consolidation process. The involvement of other 

citizens (not only landowners) may arise in land consolidation processes for environmental or energy reasons 

(wind energy, solar energy …). 

http://www.metaver.de/csw202
https://www.opendata.bayern.de/
https://offenedaten.de/
http://www.opendata-hro.de/
https://open.nrw/
http://fbinter.stadt-berlin.de/fb/csw
http://suche.transparenz.hamburg.de/
https://scihub.copernicus.eu/apihub/search
http://landsat.usgs.gov/
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The goal is to shorten the long processing times and optimize citizens’ participation. It is necessary to avoid 

legal proceedings against land consolidation plans. eye2eye should be a tool for brainstorming on the basis of 

map-based apps and complement traditional paper wise participation methods. 

eye2eye is foreseen as a mobile App for web mapping, information, digitizing of notes or drawings. 

 As a web map app it enables to easy navigate in maps. 

 Users can request information on objects from maps. 

 Input of georeferenced text notes would be a major function for participation. 

 A calendar or dating function could help to manage long timescale of land consolidation processes. 

 Likes might help to easy comment details of plans. 

 

Tests and evaluation 

Test of the data-sources 

This includes all the sources needed within the eye2eye-app. Problems here occur on the quality of the 

metadata, for instance on the order of ordinates within geometric features such as bounding boxes.  

Further research has to be done to also introduce the Landsat-8 and Sentine-2. This includes a way to provide 

user-information to the services in order to access their data, see Redmine-ticket #15532. 

 

Test of API 

Use of the GEO Discovery and Access Broker (DAB)–API: 

 Search data sources by keyword via the OpenSearch-interface of the VH (done) 

 Get metadata information via the CSW/ISO-GEO-interface of the VH (done) 

 Browse tree structure of available data sources (done) 

 Create Java Script widget with Dojo to use the DAB-API (failed in the first attempt, investigation 

ongoing) 

 

Redmine-Tickets (as of 01.09.2016): 

#15532 (En cours): provide user-information within brokered services (GI-Cat) 

                Provide access-information to brokered sources 

                Status: open 

 

#15122 (En cours): Add ESRI-Rest-profiler to Gi-cat 

                Rest-Profiler for Gi-CAT 

                Status: solved 

 

#14307: Url for CKAN-services not consistant in Gi-CAT 

                URLs needed to access the data not similar 

                Status: solved 

 

#13347 (Commentaire): New feedback-features for Gi-Cat 

                Status-information during harvesting 

                Status: Solved 

 

https://forge.brgm.fr/issues/15532
https://forge.brgm.fr/issues/15122
https://forge.brgm.fr/issues/14307#change-46029
https://forge.brgm.fr/issues/13347#change-45535
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4.3 Implementation in Spain (by Unizar) 

Deployment choice and justification 

The Spanish VH is deployed on three virtual machines running on a physical server on the UNIZAR premises. 

This deployment strategy was chosen due to the availability by UNIZAR of a high performance server able to 

accommodate the software that composes the VH, even running in virtual machines. The deployment in the 

form of virtual machines instead of local installations was chosen in order to minimize deployment time and 

to ease maintenance.  

When workload increases (expectedly at the final phase of the project and beyond), it is expected to migrate 

it to an infrastructure providing elastic cloud capabilities, in particular, to a commercial cloud. Deployment 

then will follow a strategy similar to the ones used for the VHs in Italy or Germany.  

 

VH data sources and plan 

The Spanish VH is managed by an institution (UNIZAR) that it is also developing an app in the context of the 

project. For scheduling reasons, the first data sources connected to the Spanish VH have been the ones 

provided by the Council of Zaragoza required by the app: 

 IDEZar INSPIRE WFS (WFS version 2.0.0)  

Endpoint: http://idezar.zaragoza.es/inspire-node/services/wfs  

 Catálogo de IDEZar (CSW/ISO version 2.0.2)  

Endpoint: http://idezar.zaragoza.es/geonetwork/srv/spa/csw 

 WMS Mapa Base Zaragoza de IDEZar (WMS version 1.3.0)  

Endpoint: http://idezar.zaragoza.es/wms/IDEZar_base/IDEZar_base  

Additionally, two catalogues at Spanish national level have been added (the catalogue of the Spanish SDI and 

the catalogue of the Spanish OD platform): 

 Catálogo de la IDEE (CSW/ISO version 2.0.2)  

Endpoint: http://www.idee.es/csw-inspire-idee/srv/spa/csw 

 Catálogo de datos.gob.es (ATOM version 2.0)  

Endpoint: http://datos.gob.es/sites/default/files/catalogo.atom 

These two catalogues have been added initially added with the objective of providing access to a large set of 

data sets at Spanish level, as these catalogues are the ones at the highest hierarchical position in Spain in the 

domains of geographic information and open data, respectively. For example, the catalogue of the Spanish SDI 

contains metadata records of around 5 000 data sets. 

It is planned to continue adding the Spanish data sources identified in the WP3 inventory. First, and due to the 

hierarchical nature of the national catalogues already connected, an assessment of the number of data sets 

already accessible through them will be made, in order to connect to the VH those data sources from WP3 

inventory that would increase the number data sets available. 
 

Applications 

Zaragoza Historical Maps (HistMapsZGZ) is a web application in development by UNIZAR for the Zaragoza 

Council. It aims at providing a visualisation tool to portray historical cartography from Zaragoza City from 1879 

to 1986 that currently are available at the Zaragoza Open Data Platform in the form of raster files. 

Users can browse a set of preselected historical maps of the city of Zaragoza, compare them with the current 

map of Zaragoza or among them, as well as view the historical evolution of point of interests.  

HistMapsZGZ will try to exploit the capabilities of the ENERGIC OD Virtual Hubs to the limit by, for instance, 

accessing the VH as a Web Map Tile Service and letting the VH to perform the access to the raw raster files 

and manage all the cache operations. 

http://idezar.zaragoza.es/inspire-node/services/wfs
http://idezar.zaragoza.es/geonetwork/srv/spa/csw
http://idezar.zaragoza.es/wms/IDEZar_base/IDEZar_base
http://www.idee.es/csw-inspire-idee/srv/spa/csw
http://datos.gob.es/sites/default/files/catalogo.atom
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4.4 Implementation in France (by brgm) 

 

Deployment choice and justification 

 

The BRGM has a strategic interest in making its SaaS more and more competitive. EnergicOD has given a strong 

opportunity to improve the knowledge on the cloud approach. 

The decision and deployment have been made on the BRGM private Cloud, for the VH services, and of course 

on the local installation for all non-VH features (databases). 

 

VH data sources and plan 

The data sources accessed by the fr-VH are the following: 

- Coastline data delivered by 4 different observatories in France (for BRGM mobile application use case) 

:http://mapsrefrec.brgm.fr/wxs/energic_od/tdcote_csc?&SERVICE=WFS&VERSION=1.1.0&REQUES

T=GetCapabilities 

- Health signal published as open data by Altasante, used for Depth use case 

http://carto.atlasante.fr/cgi-bin/mapservwfs?service=WFS&request=GetCapabilities 

- Noise datasets produced by CNRS mobile application use case.  

http://onomap-gs.noise-planet.org:80/geoserver/wfs 

http://onomap-gs.noise-planet.org:80/geoserver/wms 

- Sensors datasets (WFS, WMS, SOS) made accessible by smart cities for Alkante use case. 

https://sensorodp.alkante.com/ows?service=WMS&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities 

https://sensorodp.alkante.com/ows?service=WFS&version=1.1.1&request=GetCapabilities 

https://sensorodp.alkante.com/sos/service?service=SOS&version=2.0.0&request=GetCapabilities 

 

The French VH has the following features: 

- WFS aggregation. This feature covers the Coastline WFS aggregated by the VH (BRGM). Is also covers 

the noise level data(CNRS) 

- Gateway: WFS to GeoJSON conversion. This feature is requiring by BRGM to deliver GeoJSON complex 

feature to the mobile application. Alkante develops also a SOS to GeoJSON and to CSV feature to cover 

its use case, this transformation service is currently under development)  

- Web Processing Service: for Depth use case, the isochrones calculation is a WPS feature using several 

WFS to build a simple feature GeoJSON. 

 

 

At M24, the deployed features are the WFS to GeoJSON complex feature (for the BRGM coastline application), 

all the aggregation features. 

 

Applications 

Coastline mobile application: this application, on a prototype version is already available on the Google store, 

at https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=fr.brgm.energicod. 

This preliminary version exposes the aggregated GeoJSON signal retrieved by the VH. The next feature will be 

the crowdsourcing feature under a Sensor Observation Service approach. 

http://mapsrefrec.brgm.fr/wxs/energic_od/tdcote_csc?&SERVICE=WFS&VERSION=1.1.0&REQUEST=GetCapabilities
http://mapsrefrec.brgm.fr/wxs/energic_od/tdcote_csc?&SERVICE=WFS&VERSION=1.1.0&REQUEST=GetCapabilities
http://carto.atlasante.fr/cgi-bin/mapservwfs?service=WFS&request=GetCapabilities
http://onomap-gs.noise-planet.org/geoserver/wfs
http://onomap-gs.noise-planet.org/geoserver/wms
https://sensorodp.alkante.com/ows?service=WMS&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
https://sensorodp.alkante.com/ows?service=WFS&version=1.1.1&request=GetCapabilities
https://sensorodp.alkante.com/sos/service?service=SOS&version=2.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=fr.brgm.energicod
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OnoM@p  

The first piece of the OnoM@p system, the NoiseCapture application is available on Google play store on a 

private channel to a dedicated list of beta testers (volunteers). 

However, the data collected by volunteers is already available at http://onomap.noise-

planet.org/#16/47.1201/-0.7083 

 

Sensor Open Data Portal: The application in its first version is currently collecting sensor data from deployed 

sensors and delivering them as WFS/WMS and SOS webservices. These services are referenced by the French 

V.H. (under progress) 

 

ProxiSanté: a prototype is already available on a demo server: http://demo.depth.fr/proxiclic/. This first 

version uses GeoJson data sources that will be available in the VH throw WFS services. 

 

Tests and evaluation 

 

Coastline data: the mobile application accessible as a prototype today allows to test in real conditions the data 

circulated from the observatories through the VH to the mobile application. 

A panel of coast experts at BRGM has been involved in the prototype test time.  

The needs are functionally fulfilled. A performance issue is remaining, not due to the hub but to the volume 

of datasets. Also, the ergonomic has been planned to be much improved. 

A workshop has been held at BRGM to optimize functionalities so that the signal required by the application 

while opening is less. 
 

ProxiSanté: The demo website permits the users to test the application and to identify enhancements for the 

first release. We already identified two beta testers that will be also interested on others domains than health. 

Indeed fire department of the Tarn French department wants to use the application in the domain of risks and 

citizen security  
 

4.5 Implementation in Italy (by CNR-IIA) 

Deployment choice and justification 

The Italian VH is deployed on the Amazon public cloud for two main reasons: 

a) CNR-IIA is the institution developing and designing the GI-suite Brokering Framework which is the core 

component of ENERGIC OD VH. The experience in the deployment of the GI-suite Brokering 

Framework in previous initiatives and projects – namely the Global Earth Observation System of 

Systems (GEOSS) - led to the conclusion that an infrastructure providing elastic cloud capabilites allows 

to manage increasing workloads as it may be potentially expected for VHs in the final phase of the 

project and possibly beyond according to exploitation plans to be defined. At that time, Amazon was 

the only possible option for an easily configurable Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). CNR-IIA has then 

developed modules and procedures to easily deploy and configure GI-suite Brokering Framework 

instances on the Amazon Cloud. This makes the Amazon deployment the best choice for both easy 

management and scalability. 

b) Over the past years, CNR-IIA has moved most of its information systems on the cloud using local 

infrastructures only for internal tests. This changed the internal organizational model allowing to 

reduce the technical personnel for infrastructure management increasing research personnel. This 

makes local installation not sustainable by CNR-IIA. 

http://onomap.noise-planet.org/#16/47.1201/-0.7083
http://onomap.noise-planet.org/#16/47.1201/-0.7083
http://demo.depth.fr/proxiclic/
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It is worth noting that although only Amazon solution is currently supported, other public or private clouds 

might be used only requiring to modify the configuration modules. 

 

VH data sources and plan 

In ENERGIC OD, the Italian VH is the only VH managed by an institution (CNR-IIA) which is not also an app 

developer. This allows to focus on the VH manager role without being conditioned by app development 

scheduling. Since the beginning the objective was then providing the largest number of geospatial open data 

available on the Italian geographic area to potential app developers. To this aim, Politecnico di Milano carried 

out a survey of geospatial open data potentially available from Italian institution with particular attention to 

public authorities. This survey including about 500 endpoints to access catalogues or single datasets, with 

technical information for interoperability was provided to CNR-IIA which started an activity of interoperability 

tests and extensions of the GI-suite Brokering Framework to support required specifications. On July 2016 68 

data sources adopting already supported specifications were connected. Through the extensions of the GI-

suite Brokering Framework it is expected that all the 500 data sources will be available through the Italian VH 

for the end of the project. 

 

Applications 

According to the ENERGIC OD DoW the app from POLIMI will use the Italian VH: 

 

GeoPan Atl@s: The application aims to provide geologists with functionalities for: using ancient maps data to 

derive changes in riverbed for seismic classification purposes; using ancient maps data to derive changes in 

riverbed for planning purposes and Hydro-geologic risk analysis; accessing data provided by local SDI 

(Lombardy Region). Geologists will be able to: geolocate positions and itineraries, geolocate photos, calculate 

distances and areas, change layer transparencies in order to compare multi-epoch raster and vector datasets, 

use drawing (point, polygons and polylines) and annotation functions, download produced data as KML files 

or similar. The application will then use discovery and access capabilities of the Italian VH, also exploiting 

format transformation and harmonization. 

During the third year the potential porting of the other nine ENERGIC OD apps will be evaluated. The main 

constraint for porting is the availability of datasets in Italy supporting the app-use case developed in other 

areas. This constraint is less strict for apps aiming to collect data as in the case of the CNRS app OnoMap! 

which enables user to collect noise data. The porting of OnoMap! on the Italian VH was discussed in the 

ENERGIC OD meeting in Lecco 

 

Tests and evaluation 

The Italian VH is routinely tested after each software update. The development of GeoPan Atl@s application 

allows to cross-test the VH installation/configuration and app development. 

 

4.6 Implementation in Poland (by Igik) 

Deployment choice and justification 

The Institute of Geodesy and Cartography (IGiK) has an experience in focussing on implementing innovative 

solutions related to the Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI), geomatics, remote sensing applications, navigation 

technologies, GIS processing and digital photogrammetry through the different geoservices (like OGNIWO). 

However, the data resources are not made available through the cloud of data, but shared through the internal 

data server. ENERGIC OD enables the Institute, a new look at data sharing, implementation and development 

of new technologies and the possibilities of Virtual Hubs. 
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The Polish Virtual Hub allows the users for quick access to the information made available by the IGiK as well 

as give the users the opportunity to use data from to other geoportals, through the WMS services. 

 

VH data sources and plan 

IGiK as one of six partners responsible for the implementation of the virtual hub focused on providing selected 

open data to the potential users. The specified data sources are to provide the relevant data layers, adequate 

to the data presented by the Institute. Additional data are available through the WMS service and are accessed 

in a real time from the websites of public institutions. 10 WMS services is currently connected to the Polish 

virtual hub. There is a possibility of connecting new services in the future. 

The data sources being accessed by the pl-VH are the following: 

 National Register of Geographical Names (Usługa przeglądania Państwowego rejestru nazw 

geograficznych) 

WMS service: 

http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/wss/service/pub/guest/G2_PRNG_WMS/MapServer/WMSServer 

 Topographic Map (Usługa przeglądania (WMS) Wektorowej mapy poziomu drugiego) 

WMS service: 

http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/wss/service/pub/guest/kompozycjaG2_VMAPL2_WMS/MapServer/W

MSServer 

 Cadastral Parcels (Usługa przeglądania danych o charakterze katastralnym) 

WMS service: 

http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/wss/service/pub/guest/G2_GO_WMS/MapServer/WMSServer 

 Topographic data (Usługa przeglądania (WMS) danych topograficznych dla Polski) 

WMS service: http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/wss/service/img/guest/TOPO/MapServer/WMSServer 

 Orthophotomaps (Usługa przeglądania (WMS) ortofotomap dla obszaru Polski) 

WMS service: http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/wss/service/img/guest/ORTO/MapServer/WMSServer 

 National Register of Borders – Addresses Points (Usługa przeglądania Państwowego Rejestru Granic i 

Powierzchni Podziałów Terytorialnych Kraju (adresy) dla obszaru Polski) 

WMS service: 

http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/wss/service/PZGIKINSP/guest/services/G2_PRGAD_WMS/MapServer/

WMSServer?REQUEST=GetCapabilities&SERVICE=WMS&VERSION=1.3.0 

 National Register of Borders – the Territorial Units (Usługa przeglądania Państwowego Rejestru Granic 

i Powierzchni Jednostek Podziałów Terytorialnych Kraju dla obszaru Polski) 

WMS service: 

http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/wss/service/PZGIKINSP/guest/services/G2_PRGJT_WMS/MapServer/W

MSServer?REQUEST=GetCapabilities&SERVICE=wms&VERSION=1.3.0 

 

 CORINE Land and COVER (Usługa przeglądania WMS - Corine Land Cover) 

WMS service: http://mapy.gios.gov.pl/arcgis/services/WMS/CLC/MapServer/WMSServer 

 The Database of Topographic Objects (Usługa przeglądania danych Bazy Danych Obiektów 

Topograficznych) 

WMS service: 

http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/wss/service/pub/guest/kompozycjaG2_TBD_WMS/MapServer/WMSSe

rver 

 

http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/wss/service/PZGIKINSP/guest/services/G2_PRGJT_WMS/MapServer/WMSServer?REQUEST=GetCapabilities&SERVICE=wms&VERSION=1.3.0
http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/wss/service/PZGIKINSP/guest/services/G2_PRGJT_WMS/MapServer/WMSServer?REQUEST=GetCapabilities&SERVICE=wms&VERSION=1.3.0
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 The Geographical Database (Usługa przeglądania treści Bazy Danych Ogólnogeograficznych) 

WMS service: 

http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/wss/service/pub/guest/kompozycjaG2_BDO_WMS/MapServer/WMSS

erver 

 

Applications 

Natural hazard assessment for agriculture: The main goal of the application is delivering the information on 

the prediction of the selected crop yields reduction to the general public. The farmers as well as organisations 

involved in the trade of agricultural goods are interested in this kind of forecasting. 

Information produced by the IGiK modelling system will be published every 10 days by a WMS service in 

conjunction with the background spatial data in the form of tables and maps. The tables and maps are 

generated from the modelling of satellite information as mentioned above. 

During the ENERGIC OD lifetime additional survey on the needs for vector thematic data will be performed. If 

the end users will be interested in receiving this sort of data, they will be also provided by the means of the 

WFS based service. 

A web application will allow stakeholders accessing to the forecasting information in the form of maps and 

tables. By default, the last update of thematic data will be portrayed and the historical maps and tables will be 

also available from the database by the application. 

In the web application, thematic data will be portrayed using appropriate background and reference data 

available from the above mentioned sources. 

Stakeholders will be able to interact with the portrayed map and perform usual operations: zoom-in, zoom-

out, full extent, zoom to a location identified through a place names search, play with a legend, etc. The WMS 

functionality will be comparable with the existing solutions in the Web. 

 

Tests and evaluation 

The IGiK created for the Polish Virtual Hub (pl-VH) one public IP with 3 open ports for 3 different machines: 

1.      AXE ip 212.180.216.232:8898 

2.      CAT ip 212.180.216.232:8899 

3.      DB   ip 212.180.216.232:8900 

In the first phase of evaluation of the data the Polish Virtual Hub has been filled with the layers of open data 

available through the Polish geoportals. They were treated by all necessary tests for the proper operation of 

the virtual hub. GI-portal web tool allowed to test the connected layers to the virtual hub, such as proper 

download and display of information, etc. 

During the tests there was a conflict between the web container Apache Tomcat 7, the GI-cat code and 

connected layers, causing a partial only display of information. Therefore GI-cat and GI-axe were updated to 

the new version 12.0.7 as well as the web container Apache Tomcat 7 updated to the version Apache Tomcat 

8 (8.0.14) and the Java 7 software to the Java version 8 (1.8.0.77). The carried out updates allowed the correct 

visualisation and search of data. The tests were successfully accomplished and the Polish Virtual Hub is 

currently working properly. 

The next stage of the work will be focused on the complementation of virtual hub with a new data layer.  
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4.7 Implementation in Berlin area (SRP) 

Deployment choice and justification 

The Berlin HUB is deployed on virtual machines on a local physical server of SRP. The use of local server has 

been chosen because the SRP implements the Berlin hub as a part of a comprehensive platform. The 

components of this platform should enable the SRP to configure their apps for different purposes and to 

maintain and provide the appropriate data. For this purpose, SRP has expanded its server capacity and 

bandwidth for Internet access. 

 

HUB as a platform 

The implementation of the SRP VHUB aims at long-term operation in the context of a sustainable business 

model. Therefore the SRP HUB is not designed only as a simple technical node in the network, but as a platform 

to put open data into value. For this purpose it is not sufficient to convey services. A platform that wants to 

provide useful quality data for different applications has to offer the following services:  

 Discovery and Validation of data sources 

 Data Management  

 Validation and Improvement of data quality 

 Repairing of incompatible data  

(offline: conversion of data formats, transformation of coordinate systems…) 

 Storing of data and metadata in a database 

 Description of data sets and services 

 Data and Service Providing 

 Providing data and metadata via web services 

 Selection of application data and Test for their suitability 

 

 Application Management  

 Configuration of various client applications 

 Definition of application specific data 

 User Management and Administration 

 

SRP HUB Components  

To meet the requirements outlined above, SRP has implemented a framework consisting of the following 

components (see Figure 4): 

 GI-Suite  

(GI-Cat, GI-Axe, GI API) 

 GIS-BROKER  

(Repository, OGC Server, Administration Client) 

 Value Added Services  

(Catalog presentation client, platform admin tool, metadata management tool, exploration bot, data 

validator, service monitor….) 
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Figure 4 SRP VHUB Berlin – Components for Provisioning of Open Data 

 

GI-Suite 

The software of the GI-Suite is an integral part of the SRP VHUB. It is used to provide the metadata of VHUB 

Berlin for the SRP App "GEOdemos". (VHUB-Berlin: http://vh-berlin.energic-od.eu/gi-cat/ ) 

The module GI-AXE will be used if a transformation of the data is required. Thereby the objective, "to 

demonstrate easy access to [Open Data Sources] and the added value of GI for the addressed User Groups", 

written in the DOW is fulfilled. 

 

GIS-BROKER 

The software of the GIS-BROKER is also an integral part of the SRP VHUB. This software is necessary because 

the application data are not available in the required quality.  

As explained above, SRP aims to develop a platform for the marketing of open data. Unfortunately, the 

majority of open data is offered in bad quality and unusable form. Although the structures of the data has 

been defined by INSPIRE, but the regulations are not binding before 2017. And in fact these data currently are 

not provided by geoportals in the defined formats und structures. In addition, only a few data needed for the 

SRP App are available on the official geoportals. The Open Data Portals are badly structured and not uniform. 

The data are delivered in various formats. Delivery is via download, only in few cases via standard-compliant 

services. To get the data is expensive. They cannot be rated more than 1 to 2 stars (see Figure 1 Tim Berners-

Lee's 5-star Open data deployment scheme for Open Data adopted and adapted in ENERGIC OD). 

http://vh-berlin.energic-od.eu/gi-cat/
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In order to make them usable for the Web application nonetheless, it needs to be downloaded, preprocessed, 

stored, described and provided via OGC services. In order to make this possible, the GIS-BROKER fulfills the 

following tasks within the VHUB Berlin: 

 Storage of the pre-processed data in relational and geographic databases 

 System-specific access to the stored data via system adapter 

 Standard compliant description of the data sets and services 

 Providing the stored data via OGC services (WMS, WFS) 

 Storage of the metadata in a repository and its dynamically provisioning via CSW 

 

In principle, the GIS-BROKER has two functions inside the platform: Platform Management and Service 

Provision. From the view of the GI Suite GIS-BROKER is only an OGC Server. As a management tool the GIS-

BROKER is used for the management of metadata and user rights, and for access to the original data.  

  

For the latter the following value added services are provided: 

 Platform Management Tool 

 GIS-BROKER Presentation Client 

 Metadata Management Tool 

 Exploration Bot 

 Data Validator 

 

Platform Management Tool 

This administration tool is used to configure different data sources for different user groups and applications 

(see Figure 5).  
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Figure 5 SRP VHUB Berlin – Administration Client 

 

Important for the development of profitable business models is to observe the intensity of service utilization 

(see Figure 6). Using this tool, it is also possible to stop an abusive use of services if this affects the operation 

of applications. 

 

 
Figure 6 SRP VHUB Berlin – Service Monitor 

 

Presentation Client 

The GIS-BROKER supplies its own client for a qualified research and presentation of data and metadata stored 

in the GIS-BROKER repository and databases (see Figure 7).  

These client may be used in addition to similar features of the GI-Suite and provide additional functions for 

exploring data.  
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Figure 7 SRP VHUB Berlin – GIS-BROKER – Client for searching of metadata and the presentation of data and maps 

 

Metadata Management Tool 

The METEOR (MEtadata and Themes EditOR) is a web application for the iso-compliant description of data 

sources (see Figure 8). It is used by SRP to describe data that have been downloaded from OD portals in 

various formats, stored in databases and are provided via web service. Other partners could publish with the 

help of the METEOR own data sources via the HUB Infrastructure. 

 

 
Figure 8 SRP HUB – Metadata Management Tool 

 

Exploration Bot 

The data required by the application "GEO demos" can be achieved only to a small extent via the INSPIRE Portal 

of the EU. The corresponding Geoservices are scattered across countless geoportals of Cities and Countries. 

These services cannot be searched and evaluated manually. Therefore, SRP developed in collaboration with 

GEOkomm an automated procedure for the exploration of data sources. The objectives of its use are to 
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 find OGC-Services (WMS, WFS, CSW, TMS, WMTS) at platforms 

 Use INSPIRE extensions 

 find metadata (ISO 19115/19119) 

 validate data 

 extract information to enrich criteria information defined in D 3.1 

 provide processed information to partners by VHUB  

It does not have the task of  

 finding other services, metadata and data sources that listed in goals, 

 validating INSPIRE compliance. 

 

 
Figure 9 SRP VHUB – Exploration Bot – Components - process flow 

 

Process flow of Exploration 

(see Figure 9) 

 Support the process of collecting information about platforms by a search bot (web crawler) 

 Use identified platform addresses (URLs) to feed the bot (starting points) 

 Searching for services and data on the basis of standards (HTML, OGC, ISO) 

 Save the collected information in a repository 

 Process collected information (validate, extract information) 

 Verify information with manually captured data and improve the search criteria 

 Provide processed information to partners 

 Update information 

 Repeat the process 

 update information 

 get new services and datasets  

From the research results standards-compliant data sources are filtered out. The results are stored in a 

database and other applications where developers can screen these data via Internet by using the SRP catalog 

client (see Figure 10). 
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Figure 10 SRP VHUB - GIS-BROKER - Catalogue Client  

 

Data Validator  

The Date Validator provides the ability to upload data files and to check their formal and content validity.  

It is checked, for example if 

 the data structures are consistent (complete coverage, free of overlaps, unique identifiers , ..), 

 the XML are well formed and in compliance with the XSD files. 

(see Figure 11) 
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Figure 11 SRP VHUB - Data Validator 

 

VH data sources and plan 

SRP will provide and use the metadata via the GI-Suite primarily in the form of CSW services because the SRP 

App is not intended as an interface to a fixed quantity of data sources. The aim is to offer an ever-growing 

number of information on quality of life for a place. The majority of this information differs from country to 

country and changes constantly. Therefore, the application cannot be configured with a constant amount of 

data. Find-and-bind is a continuous process involving the user.  To support this process effectively, primarily 

CSW services are described in the GI-Cat. The app accesses to these services via GUI-API and uses the endpoint 

information contained in the CSW response for a direct access to the data sources. 

Because of that: Publishing via CSW in GI-CAT and utilization of CSW by the App GEOdemos to access the data 

sources - is the method of SRP to use the ENERGIC-OD infrastructure ! 

In order to enable a high-performance access to the metadata, CSW services are harvested. Using the service 

URL described in the metadata the app accesses directly to the services of the data sources. 

In the current project phase SRP App GEOdemos uses only the audited quality data sources stored in GIS-

BROKER Repository via their own CSW: 

 CSW SRPHUB of type CSW/ISO version 2.0.2 

Endpoint: http://vh-berlin.energic-od.eu/srphub/csw? 

 

http://vh-berlin.energic-od.eu/srphub/csw
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In addition, connections to other metadata services and data sources are stored in the GI-CAT. In the first place 

the CSW of the Geoportal Berlin is to name here: 

 CSW FBInter of type CSW/ISO version 2.0.2 

Endpoint: http://fbinter.stadt-berlin.de/fb/csw? 

It contains more interesting data sources, their suitability will be examined in the next project phase. The 

same holds for the CSW of INSPIRE portal: 

 INSPIRE Geoportal Discovery Service of type CSW/ISO version 2.0.2 

Endpoint: http://inspire-

geoportal.ec.europa.eu/GeoportalProxyWebServices/resources/OGCCSW202? 

More CSW were linked to test purposes: 

 CSW Poland of type CSW/CORE version 2.0.2 

Endpoint: https://geo.stat.gov.pl/soapServices/CSWStartup? 

 CSW Polen2 of type CSW/CORE version 2.0.2 

Endpoint: http://metadane.podgik.pl/geonetwork26/srv/en/csw? 

 CSW Spain of type CSW/CORE version 2.0.2 

Endpoint: http://cgpr.igeo.pt/catalogo-inspire-pt/services/csw? 

 

State of development and further activities 

The individual components are functional and work autonomously yet. The aim of the further development is 

to integrate these components into one workflow to automate the process of data collection as far as possible. 

The focus in the development of the components was on the functionality so far. In the last year of the project 

we start with the localization of the software into multiple languages. 

By using the value-added services described above, we will improve the quality of data offers. Until now the 

SRP-app uses only the CSW of GIS BROKER of SRP with selected and validated data sources. 

Some of these value-added services will be provided for partners as Web services via the VHUB infrastructure 

next year. In the context of a sustainable business model these services may be of the interest for the present 

and future operators of applications. 

 

Applications 

The main objective for the development of the App GEOdemos is to exploring the usability of the GI-Suite and 

its services as a HUB and service provider. The app itself and its use case are an exemplary implementation for 

a new client-server technology, by means of which the Web applications of the SRP intended for marketing in 

the mobile sector. It is planned to increase the number of end-users through the use of open data. To achieve 

this goal, the app can be flexibly configured for different applications. Indispensable is also the ability to 

improve the suitability of open data for specific applications. This requirement relates in particular vector and 

attribute data. The users should be able to identify objects and get additional information, but the majority of 

open attribute data do not correlate with adequate geodata. 

As the use of tablets with a large display is also a mobile use case, the app will be offered for power users with 

a significantly larger range of functions compare to the smartphone app. 

 

 

 

 

http://fbinter.stadt-berlin.de/fb/csw
http://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/GeoportalProxyWebServices/resources/OGCCSW202
http://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/GeoportalProxyWebServices/resources/OGCCSW202
https://geo.stat.gov.pl/soapServices/CSWStartup
http://metadane.podgik.pl/geonetwork26/srv/en/csw
http://cgpr.igeo.pt/catalogo-inspire-pt/services/csw
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLANS 

 

 

 
Figure 12 Deployment status for local and national Virtual Hubs 

 

 

Figure 12 summarizes the current status of deployment and related deployment strategies at M24.  

Current deployment realizes the VH Advanced Capacity described in “D5.1 Virtual Hub – System architecture 

second release” in six local/national areas. Future plans for the third year of the project comprise: a) the 

update of VH technology with the new releases of the software package, including GI-Suite Brokering 

Framework extensions, and potential integration with other middleware technologies explored in the project 

(GIS-Broker, SOS publishing for Sensor Web and crowdsourcing application); b) the provision of new datasets 

through brokering of further data systems, and publishing of newly acquired open data. The consortium does 

not identify any reason leading to a major gap in deploying the VH final capacity at the time of completion of 

D5.8 at M33. 

 

 


